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fUNICoLaRE S. VIGILIo - ChIESa S. VIGILIo
Take the funicular (in service since 1912) to reach the third level of the city: the hill of San 
Vigilio. from the small square of the church shaded by a vigorous oak, next to the funicular 
arrival station, you can enjoy one of the most beautiful views of the Upper Town (that looks 
low from here!). The area, once barren due to the presence of the castle, between the end 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was transformed into a neighbourhood – with a 
park, residential buildings, hotels, restaurants and trees. 

funicular of san Vigilio
Largo Porta Sant’alessandro, 3
The funicular went into operation on 27 august 1912, equipped with 2 cars capable of holding 32 
people each, later replaced by a 55-seat car. The funicular travels of distance of 630 m with an 
altitude gain of 90 m, as can be seen from the panoramic terrace located on top, offering views 
from the hills to the city’s plains and surrounding towns. an ideal starting point for a peaceful and 
pleasant stroll.

casTle of san Vigilio
Via al Castello-Via Cavagnis
a roman garrison offering spectacular views over the plains and bergamo’s alpine foothills, it was 
rebuilt in the twelfth century and referred to as the chapel, after the little church dedicated to s.maria 
maddalena. subjected to modifications and expansions beginning in the fourteenth century, in the 
1500s it was merged with the fort of san marco with an embankment where a covered road ran. 
Today it is the site of a public park.

church of san Vigilio
Via San Vigilio, 32
built at the beginning of the eighth century after the bishop of Trentino’s alleged stay in the hills of 
bergamo, in the thirteenth century it was managed by the dominican friars and in the fourteenth 
century by the order of the humiliated, abolished two centuries later. renovated in 1512, it assu-
med its present appearance with the construction work carried out in the eighteenth and twentieth 
centuries that included the addition of a panoramic terrace overlooking the lower Town and the 
western hills.

The iTinerary

ThE RoUTES of NaTURE
The rouTe oVer The bergamo hills cuTs Through The souThern slopes doT-
Ted wiTh hisToric Villas and ancienT rural seTTlemenTs. The firsT rouTe leads 
To The casTle of san Vigilio, and oTher scenic rouTes lead To The monasTery 
of asTino The cenTre of The green Valley by The same name. The lasT rouTe, 
idenTified by The leTTer Q (noT recommended in inclemenT weaTher), passes 
Through The foresTs of The norThern slopes and follows The ancienT Vasi 
aQueducT. The Various rouTes can also be combined TogeTher as follows: 
m-n-p, m-n-p-Q or Q on iTs own. 
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SCoRLaZZoNE - CaSa NaTaLE doNIZETTI
The steps of Scorlazzone, one of the most famous tiered streets in the Bergamo hills, cut throu-
gh the village of Sudorno to bring you down to the astino monastery, located in the basin by 
the same name. The dark forests of astino and allegrezza, named Sites of Community Interest 
by the European Union, stand out from the soft green valley. once you reach the valley, the 
path leads back up towards Borgo Canale, one of the city’s oldest villages, renowned as being 
the birthplace of the famous composer Gaetano donizetti.

scorlazzone sTeps
Salita dello Scorlazzone
362 metres long, with a slope of 77.5 meters and 210 steps, its name can probably be attributed to 
its proximity to the castle of san Vigilio, with “scorlas” being the archaic and corrupt dialect term for 
“castellazzo”, meaning castle. another theory attributes the name to the word “scorlas” (machete), 
most likely used to clear thistles from the path.

Tempio dei caduTi
Via Sudorno
built on the ruins of the ancient church of s. maria di sudorno, destroyed specifically for its con-
struction in 1915-16, the temple is also known as the church of sudorno, named after the street where 
it stands and under which one of the two ancient roman aqueducts ran. dedicated to the victims of 
war, the altar-piece of the old medieval church is housed inside (covered entirely with dark marble). 

former monasTery of asTino
Via astino
The monastery dates back to the twelfth century and was ruled by the order of the male benedictine 
congregation of Vallombrosa (fi) until its abolition (1797). The entire complex was used as a mental 
hospital and then for agricultural purposes: acquired by the mia of bergamo it is currently under-
going extensive preservation work, aimed at reviving its artistic and historic heritage, in a precious 
environmental setting.

ripa pasQualina 
Via Pasqualina Ripa
The slope can be reached from the corner of a tower house, overlooking via astino. The initial path 
is rather flat. however, beyond via del celtro (from the dialect term “selter” and the latin word 
“ciltrum”, meaning “arch”), it becomes narrower and slightly more steep, until it turns into a paved 
flight of steps that ends on a paved road that connects to via sudorno (a place name that refers to 
the medieval cult of the god saturn).

church of san graTa inTer ViTes and sTeps
Via Borgo Canale
according to tradition, the church was built in the fourth century over the tomb of grata, the patron 
of bergamo along with alexander. however, the earliest records of the church date back to the eighth 
century. “inter vites” (meaning between the vines) distinguishes it from the church by the same name 
on via arena. it houses important paintings by Vincenzo bonomini. in front stands the grand staircase 
of s. gottardo, named after the former monastic complex situated on top.

gaeTano donizeTTi birThplace
Via Borgo Canale, 14
located in the ancient borgo di canale district, it was built in the seventeenth century on top of 
fifteenth century structures: here, in the basement, is where the famous composer was born and spent 
his childhood, widely recognised as one of the major proponents of nineteenth century italian opera. 
The house, purchased by the city of bergamo in 1925, has been a national monument since 1926.
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VILLa RUmI VIVIaNI - SLaRGo VETTa
an extended visit of the Bergamo hills will allow you to admire breath-taking landscapes 
and traces of ancient settlements: a journey amidst art Nouveau style villas, sixteenth 
century villages and the residences of Bergamo’s most illustrious citizens. as you walk 
through the lovely streets, which were once used for travelling between rural towns or to 
reach individual crops, you can admire the scenery of the plains embraced by incredible 
stillness, and continue on foot to monte Bastia, the city’s highest hill.  

rumi ViViani Villa
Via monte Bastia, 6
The ground floor of this sixteenth century building has retained its original appearance. an ambitious 
reconstruction project that began in 1925 gave the rest of the building its current eclectic style, with 
the addition of a crenelated tower and windows featuring round brick arches. The terrace has a carved 
stone balustrade, while the stately terrace garden is divided into walkways and stairs on staggered 
levels.

Villa naTTa ViewpoinT
Via San Sebastiano
here, the village opens up towards the slopes of the colle san Vigilio hill. The surrounding neigh-
bourhood, with its art nouveau villas, is dominated by the church of san sebastiano. between the 
terraces below, the long wall of the ancient gavazzolo road can still be seen, which led down from 
the astino monastery. The linear centre of sudorno lies along the ridge to the right.

case moroni disTricT
Tra Via Torni e Via Sudorno
The sixteenth century “case moroni” district offers splendid views over the valleys of astino and 
surrounding plains (sometimes you can catch a glimpse of milan’s skyline): to the right is the botta 
di s. sebastiano, further down is the allegrezza wood, the parco dei colli nature reserve, and the 
nearby church of madonna del bosco, with the astino monastery in the centre and the sudorno 
complex on the left.

slargo Via VeTTa
monte Bastia - Via Vetta
once you reach the ridge and continue along the northern side, houses and gardens become a rare 
site. follow the sign for via Vetta to reach the top of monte bastia, the city’s highest hill. further ahead 
you will see an isolated building, once given to the ‘sguratori’, workers who handled the maintenance 
of the Vasi aqueduct that runs, underground, at the base of the slope.

BoSCo BaCIo - NUCLEo CaSTaGNETa
This route crosses through the wooded areas of the northern slopes and continues to the out-
skirts of the city where traces of the ancient Vasi aqueduct can still be seen. Winding along 
stairways and passageways, this itinerary is recommended for those who are physically fit. Be 
sure to wear comfortable shoes since the trail inside the Vasi forest is a wide dirt path. Not 
recommended in the event of inclement weather.

bacio wood
Ingresso da Via Vetta fino a Via dei Vasi che incrocia via Castagneta
The route cuts through the Vasi forest. To the north the undergrowth is teeming with ferns, which is 
also strewn with flowers in the spring. The trees most commonly seen here are the chestnut, oak and 
locust. This rarely seen historic urban forest was defended by the city throughout the ages. Today it is 
an area of environmental and landscape interest included in bergamo’s parco dei colli nature reserve.
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sTone plaQue in The gallina disTricT
Via dei Vasi che incrocia via Castageta
This grey marble plaque placed here in 1329 was renovated in 1696. somewhat illegible from the very 
start, it commemorates the cleaning of the Vasi aqueduct, commissioned by the municipal podesta’ 
beccaro beccaris. The works concerned the stretch of the aqueduct in the village of castagneta, up 
to the ancient gate of sant’alessandro (slightly further down from today’s colle aperto).

looKouT poinT from The rural Town cenTre
In via Castagneta all’incrocio con la scaletta Tavernelle
at the highest point of via Tavernelle the view extends over the gallina district, with its rural buildings 
surrounded by typical â€˜ronchi’, or terraced vineyards. in the background is the tip of canto alto 
mountain, recognizable for its metal cross on top. The village of sorisole lies at the foot of the moun-
tain with its large whitewashed parish church. off to the right are the garatti and maresana ridges.

casTagneTa disTricT
Via Castagneta
The castagneta district is located along an old road leading to the brembana Valley and the canton 
of grigioni (ch), which ran parallel to the Vasi aqueduct. castagneta belonged to the corpi santi, the 
administrative perimeter that wrapped around the city for a few miles . The name recalls the chestnut 
trees scattered in the bergamo hills, around the eighteenth-century church dedicated to san rocco.

aCqUEdoTTo - PoLVERIERa
This last route, which cuts through the northern slope, leads to the Upper Town on a com-
pletely flat route. as you make your way through lovely villages, like Castagneta, immersed 
in the silent verdant hills, you will discover ancient practices, intriguing traditions and inte-
resting natural reflections. You can also catch a glimpse of Bergamo’s orobie mountains, 
which serve as the enchanting backdrop along this journey of “views” around Bergamo.

acQueducT
Via Castagneta
from the source of the spring to the gate of san alessandro, the Vasi aqueduct (3.5 km, slope of 70 m) 
brings water from the springs on the northern slopes of the hills into the city. of ancient origins, it provided 
water for domestic purposes up to the nineteenth century. The water needed for industrial uses was brou-
ght in from the serio river, to the foot of the city, where the main manufacturing facilities were established.

bird snare of casTagneTa
Via Castagneta
The city’s most beautiful and intact specimen was used for capturing birds for scientific purposes. bird 
snares are a unique type of green architecture designed to capture birds. They are created through 
the patient pruning and shaping of trees, from which nets are hung: the birds remained entangled 
there, after the bird catcher frightened them by throwing a bogey out of their hiding place. 

porTa del soccorso gaTe
Via C. Beltrami - incrocio con via Sotto mura di Sant’alessandro
located mid-way along the pedestrian street under the walls of sant’alessandro, accessible from 
colle aperto, it is located behind a fence on private property. it represented the last escape point of 
the defensive system of the Venetian walls (1561-1595) and was aptly given the name soccorso, or 
rescue, as it connected the main district (forte s. marco) with the castle of san Vigilio.
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GETTING hERE

•	  on foot from the upper Town
•	 from the lower Town, take aTb bus no. 1 to the colle aperto station 
•	  on foot, take the steep flight of steps leading to the upper Town from the area near the 

italcementi swimming pools (taking the more steps then continue to the right along via borgo 
canale, or by going up from via fontanabrolo);

•	  by car. it is not recommended to travel to the upper Town by car: there are many zTl 
(limited traffic) areas that are completely closed off to traffic on weekends and summer 
evenings. if necessary, cars can be parked for a limited time along the walls, in the two parking 
lots in piazza mercato del fieno and next to the lower station of the san Vigilio funicular. 
another option is to park your car for free near via grataroli then take the nearby steps to the 
upper Town or walk up to the funicular in the upper Town; 

Services along the way
•	 a few cafes and restaurants can be found on this itinerary;
•	 various fountains with drinking water;
•	 public toilets.

parks
•	 san Vigilio park;
•	 the entire area features green areas and parks.

The oaK Tree and Via roccolino
Via C. Beltrami - incrocio con Via Roccolino
Via del roccolino begins with an ancient specimen of  english oak.  The oak was the queen of the forest that dates back 
before the city was founded. The tree, uncommon in urban environments, is easy to recognise for its lobed leaves and 
acorns held by a long branch. The road, whose name recalls the ancient presence of a bird snare, leads to the beautiful 
village of Valverde, at the base of the upper Town.

gunpowder sTorehouse
Via C. Beltrami 
built at the end of the sixteenth century like the one in the valley of colle aperto, it is made of sandstone, constructed 
with an overturned rectangle positioned on top of a pyramid. Two metres wide and 7 metres tall, the top was covered 
with lead to ensure water resistance, necessary for the proper storage of gunpowder. defence walls and gunpowder 
storehouses are the only Venetian military structures that have remained intact. 
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The Routes of Nature
BERGamo hILLS
itinerary

funicular of San Vigilio
Castle of San Vigilio
Church of San Vigilio
Tempio dei Caduti
former monastery of astino
Church of San Grata Inter Vites
Gaetano donizetti Birthplace
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